Dear prospective AJ student,

Thank you for your interest in Honolulu Community College’s (HCC) Administration of Justice (AJ) program.

The AJ program is designed to give you background in

- Crime and delinquency
  - Criminal justice system - how it works, rights of victims, witnesses, accused, roles of judicial personnel, procedures and ethics
  - Enforcement of the law - securing a crime scene, gathering evidence, writing the report and providing accurate testimony—all while balancing individual rights and the protection of society
  - Roles and practices of various law enforcement agencies, including the courts and correctional systems

One of the features of the AJ Program is the smooth transfer to a university to pursue a bachelor’s degree in an AJ related major. You can carefully select courses using the articulation agreements with universities in Hawaii.

Check out HCC’s AJ program at the HCC website at www.honolulu.hawaii.edu then go to Programs and Courses then to AJ. Look over the brochure, course descriptions, career videos, and technical standards. The graduation checklist shows the courses needed for the associate degree.

To qualify to take AJ courses you need to meet the program prerequisite of placement into ENG 100 or have taken English courses that give you equivalent placement. ENG 100 is a college level Composition I course.

If interested in applying to HCC, go to HCC’s Web site then to Admissions then to System Application Form. Print the application and submit it to Admissions.

Contact me at Marilynn@hcc.hawaii.edu if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Marilynn Ito-Won
Counselor